


Much more than you would expect.

Own your Melody module for your EPIC STAR PANEL SYSTEM. Please contact Summer 
Monaco at EPIC SKY TECHNOLOGY or call: 1 800 507 5714 and order today. www.epicskytech.com

Imagine ambient sounds of nature featuring summer nights, shooting 
star,tropical rain, ocean surf, and summer breeze triggered with your STAR 
PANEL SYSTEM at your command in the comfort of your home. Calming 
and relaxing sounds which have been chosen for their ability to induce 
relaxation which nourishes and rejuvenates our health,mind and soul. A 
plethora of sounds including nature sounds like chirping crickets, waterfall, 
wind, thunderstorm, river, beach etc. which provide a hypnotic environment 
to relax. All of these sounds provide a sensation of relaxing and tension 
free atmosphere and can also remind us of some calm vacation which 
tranquilizes our mind and spirit.

The EPIC MELODY is a state of the art module that can trigger sound 
effects that synchronizes with the pre-programmed thunder, lightning and 
rain effects, etc.

The EPIC MELODY can either perform in standalone mode, or with a 
RS232 protocol which can be  controlled by a third party control system or 
by the epic's, wall control, touch pad to produce sound effects on demand.

1. RS-232 controlled playback of select music tracks
2. RGB output for accent lighting
3. A ‘Lightening Channel” for thunderstorm effects
4. 1/8 ” Stereo Connector line level output (industry standard connection)
5. Speaker level output for driving small speakers
6. Standard MicroSD card file storage
7. Serial feedback
8. Fully controllable with any automation system

SOUND EFFECTS FOR THE EPIC”S TWILIGHT STAR PANEL SYSTEM
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